
Donor Insights: Leveraging the 
Giving Unit Summary



What is it?
Why did we make it?
Use Cases
Questions?





Giving Unit Summary
Overview:
➔ A Read Only Page.
➔ It can be layered with Views
➔ Enables you to target your donors for 

communication.
➔ Sheds light on giving at a Household 

level.

Users can:
➔ See Household giving variances
➔ See Household giving specifically for 

online gifts.
➔ See all Donations associated with the 

Household.
➔ Run reports

*Have patience with the page - it is compiling a LOT of data from 
various areas of the Platform. It will be slow.
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Targeted Communication with Donors

What you are wanting 
to communicate?

Identify your target 
Donors

Email

Text

Letter or Postcard

Phone Calls

Goal Target Communicate!
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Giving Online
Who has not transitioned to making online donations?

First Time Donors
Who gave for the first time?

Lapsed Donors
Who stopped giving during Covid-19 and has not started again?

Donor Variances
Are there Donors whose giving has decreased 
significantly?



Giving Online

You can now target your communication to 
these givers:
➢ Email instructions & links for donating 

online
➢ No email? Send a mailer or postcard!
➢ Use Planned Contacts or the Selected 

Call List report to connect with them 
via a phone call

Identify who is giving but not online



First Time Donors
➢ First EVER Household Donation (use the First_HH_Donation field)



First Time Donors
➢ First Donation in a year (Giving_Last_Year = 0 and Giving_YTD > 0)



First Time Donors
➢ First Donation given online



First Time Donors

Send a targeted message thanking them! 

Let them know how their gifts are being used and what the church is 
accomplishing!



Donor Variance

Are there donors whose giving has decreased?

Are there donors whose giving has increased?



Lapsed Donors
Whose giving stopped during Covid shutdown, and has not started again?

Giving After Variance < 0
Giving Last Year > 0

Reach out! Turn those zeros into a ministry!



Donors who have 
returned to giving!



Configuration Settings

Comparison Date: Compare how giving changed before and after this date.

Comparison Months: The number in months to compare before and after the 
Comparison Date parameter.
(Note: The comparison period must be fully contained within this year and last.)

Comparison Date: 01/01/2021
Comparison Months: 4

Before Period: 9/1/2020 - 12/31/2020
After Period: 1/1/2021 - 4/30/2021



Bonus Uses:
➢ Export to Excel for further manipulation of the data
➢ Reports
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THANK YOU!


